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Ebook 180 Day Access to Accompany Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy:
European Edition, 3e 2023-01-26 the global pandemic restrictions climate change
geopolitical tensions and new artificial technologies have fundamentally
impacted international financial markets and corporate strategy traditional
finance theories have been questioned and their application to corporate
decision making has come under scrutiny like never before the third edition of
financial markets and corporate strategy provides students with comprehensive
and engaging discussions on the strategic challenges facing companies and their
financial decisions brought to life by real world examples international cases
and insights from recent research it guides students through the challenges of
studying and practising finance from both an academic and practical viewpoint
key features fully updated research of the most important topics data and
examples in every chapter coverage of the impact of climate change brexit the
economic growth of china and new financial technologies a stronger emphasis on
sustainability ethics and corporate governance updates on accounting standards
bankruptcy laws tax rules and tax systems david hillier is professor of finance
executive dean of strathclyde business school and associate principal of the
university of strathclyde mark grinblatt is the j clayburn laforce professor of
finance at the ucla anderson school of management sheridan titman is professor
of finance at the mccombs school of business
European Union Law 2010-06-24 this eagerly awaited new edition has been
significantly revised after extensive user feedback to meet current teaching
requirements the first major textbook to be published since the rejuvenation of
the lisbon treaty it retains the best elements of the first edition the
engaging easily understandable writing style extracts from a variety of sources
showing the creation interpretation and application of the law and
comprehensive coverage in addition it has separate chapters on eu law in
national courts governance and external relations reflecting the new directions
in which the field is moving the examination of the free movement of goods and
competition law has been restructured chapter introductions clearly set out
what will be covered in each section allowing students to approach complex
material with confidence and detailed further reading sections encourage
further study put simply it is required reading for all serious students of eu
law
Marketing: An Introduction, European Edition 2019-04-24 this volume introduces
students at all levels undergraduate postgraduate and professional courses to
marketing concepts it focuses on how to build profitable customer relationships
by encouraging students to apply concepts to real commercial practice through
numerous case studies from europe the middle east and asia marketing an
introduction introduces students at all levels undergraduate postgraduate and
professional courses to marketing concepts it focuses on how to build
profitable customer relationships by encouraging students to apply concepts to
real commercial practice through numerous case studies from europe the middle
east and asia how will you learn about marketing you will be guided through
five major themes creating value for customers building and managing strong
brands measuring and managing roi harnessing new marketing technologies in the
digital age and marketing responsibly around the globe you will be presented
with a comprehensive overview of marketing theory and practice because
marketing is a company wide function you will be provided with the most up to
date coverage of current issues in marketing such as implications for european
marketers of brexit changed rules and regulations such as the general data
protection regulations of the eu in the era of big data and the rise of mobile
marketing and networked consumer your learning experience will flow seamlessly
between the book and the online environment with chapter links to european
bodies marketing journals case study questions and multiple choice questions
迷走するイギリス― EU離脱と欧州の危機 2016-10-05 世界の政治経済を震撼させた イギリス国民投票によるeu離脱という結果 そして そこに至るイギリ
スのeu 加盟時から現在までの歴史も決して平坦ではなかった これから孤高の道を歩むイギリスがめざす方向は また連合王国としてのイギリスは解体に向かうのか イギ
リス外交史 国際政治の第一人者が歴史的背景からイギリス政治社会とヨーロッパを展望する一冊
The European Culture Area 2008-08-28 a sixth edition of this book is now
available now in a fully updated fifth edition this premier text has been
thoroughly revised to reflect the sweeping changes the past decade has brought
to europe long hailed for its creativity and intellectual depth the book is now



further enriched by the expertise of a new lead author noted geographer
alexander b murphy in this edition he has focused on europe s role in the wider
world and incorporated new research and teaching approaches in regional
geography the topical organization including environment ethnicity religion
language demography politics industry and urban and rural life offers students
a holistic understanding of the diverse european culture area
Alan S. Milward and Contemporary European History 2015-10-14 alan s milward was
a renowned historian of contemporary europe in addition to his books as well as
articles and chapters in edited books he also wrote nearly 250 book reviews and
review articles some in french and german which were published in journals
world wide taken together they reveal a remarkable degree of theoretical
consistency in his approach to understanding the history of europe since the
french revolution this book brings together these previously unexamined pieces
of historical analysis in order to trace and shed light on key intellectual
debates taking place in the second half of the 20th century many of these
discussions continue to influence us today such as the role of germany in
europe the economic social and political foundations of european integration
the european rescue of the nation state the reasons for launching the single
currency the conditions for retaining the allegiance of european citizens to
the notions of nation and supra nation and ultimately the issue of democratic
governance in a global environment in bringing together these reviews and
review articles the book provides an introduction to the main scholarly
achievements of milward in his own words fernando guirao and frances m b lynch
provide an introduction to the volume which both guides the reader through many
of the academic debates embedded within the text while underlining their
contemporary relevance by introducing and bringing together this hitherto
overlooked treasure trove of historical analysis this book maps a close
itinerary of some of the most salient intellectual debates of the second half
of the 20th century and beyond this unique volume will be of great interest to
scholars of economic history european history and historiography
EUとフランスの競争政策 2011-02 世界金融危機 ギリシャ危機に遭遇するなか 経済社会のルール基盤としての 競争政策 をいかに健全に運営するか 国家 地
域 市場の連関を図るプロセスを詳細に分析 検証する
Eastern Europe! 2nd Edition 2022-03 the long awaited new edition of the
acclaimed first ever comprehensive informative and entertaining history of
eastern europe in english thoroughly updated with a major new section on the
postcommunist era and a foreword by bbc central europe correspondent nick
thorpe when the legendary romulus killed his brother remus and founded the city
of rome in 753 bce plovdiv today the second largest city in bulgaria was
thousands of years old indeed london paris berlin vienna madrid brussels
amsterdam are all are mere infants compared to plovdiv this is just one of the
paradoxes that haunts and defines the new europe that part of europe that was
freed from soviet bondage in 1989 and which is at once both much older than the
modern atlantic facing power centers of western europe while also being much
younger than them eastern europe is a brief and concise but informative
introduction to eastern europe and its myriad customs and history even those
knowledgeable about western europe often see eastern europe as terra incognito
with a sign on the border declaring here be monsters tomek jankowski s book is
a gateway to understanding both what unites and separates eastern europeans
from their western brethren and how this vital region has been shaped by but
has also left its mark on western europe central asia the middle east and north
africa it is a reader friendly guide to a region that is all too often
mischaracterized as remote insular and superstitious the book comprises three
parts the first sums up modern linguistic geographic and religious contours of
eastern europe while the second main part delves into the region s history from
the earliest origins of europe up to the end of the cold war as well as new to
the 2nd edition a section on the post cold war period closing the book is a
section that makes sense of geographical name references many cities rivers or
regions have different names and also includes an eastern europe by numbers
feature that provides charts describing the populations politics and economies
of the region today throughout are boxed off anecdotes useless trivia
describing fascinating aspects of eastern european history or culture
European History For Dummies 2011-01-04 read about the world s smallest



continent s incredible history from greek gods and mad roman emperors to kings
queens visigoths and normans you meet visigoths in africa and normans in sicily
an italian who talked to his books and another who conquered a kingdom and gave
it away roman emperors who weren t roman and holy roman emperors who weren t
holy or roman this is the story of europe s rich history rolled into one
thrilling account in plain english european history for dummies takes you on a
fascinating journey through the disasters triumphs people power and politics
that have shaped the europe we know today and you ll meet some incredible
characters along the way from roman relics to the renaissance world wars and
eurovision this accessible guide packs in the facts alongside fun tidbits and
brings the past alive you meet the two catholic kings of spain one was a woman
and the spanish king who never smiled you discover a german monk who split
europe in two because he was so afraid of going to hell and what about the
great european war that started when two nobles were thrown out of a window
onto a dungheap well at least they had a soft landing if you don t remember
much of what you learned about european history at school if you didn t like
those dry school textbooks if you think european history sounds a bit hard but
you re interested anyway this is the book for you inside you ll discover the
varied history of the world s smallest continent its origins and its huge
impact on the world how the romans shaped the ancient world what they learned
from the greeks and what they lost to the barbarian tribes the many battles of
the middle ages and the leaders who waged them the medieval people s great
achievements in building and learning europeans world explorers including
columbus and vasco da gama unfortunate religious wars and the persecution of
witches europe s world domination in the 18th and 19th centuries the world wars
of the 20th century european life today get your own copy of european history
for dummies to learn all of that and more including the ten europeans who
dominated the continent ten unforgettable dates and ten european locales you ll
absolutely want to visit
Encyclopedia of the European Union, Updated Edition 2000 provides in depth
authoritative discussions of the key concepts developments institutions
policies negotiations treaties national interests personalities etc related to
european integration the more than seven hundred easily accessible entries
written by internationally recognized scholars cover virtually every aspect of
the european union maps glossaries appendixes and a comprehensive index further
enhance the volume first published in 1998 the encyclopedia s chronology tables
and appendixes have been updated through 1999 to reflect recent events
including the constitution of the new commission and the organization of the
newly elected european parliament
European Union 2015-02-23 a key textbook for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of contemporary european politics european union power and policy
making 4th edition offers a comprehensive and accessible analysis of the
european union policy process intended to advance understanding of the eu as a
now mature and ongoing policy system this book addresses the central issues
relating to the distribution of power and influence in the european union
including theoretical perspectives the roles of key institutions in the
processing of policy problems different channels of representation the eu as a
policy making state written by a distinguished group of international scholars
this new edition will also appeal to the worldwide community of researchers on
the eu new to this edition new chapters on the politics of multispeed europe
the distribution of power among institutions eu agencies covert integration in
the european union and political representation and democracy in the eu new
authors and theoretical approaches on many topics such as differentiated
integration opt outs and multi speed integration negotiation and coalition
building the interplay of judicial and legislative policy making power
distribution agency behaviour integration by subterfuge the democratic deficit
fully updated data and content throughout jeremy richardson is joined by a co
editor professor sonia mazey for the fourth expanded edition of this highly
regarded textbook on the eu jeremy richardson is an emeritus fellow at nuffield
college oxford uk and adjunct professor at the national centre for research on
europe university of canterbury new zealand he is also founder and co editor of
the journal of european public policy sonia mazey is a professor and pro vice



chancellor of the college of business and law university of canterbury new
zealand and formally a fellow of keble college oxford uk
Fighting Europe’s Unemployment in the 1990s 2012-12-06 following the five books
listed above on an earlier page the egon sohmen foundation herewith submits its
sixth volume once again it is a collection of academic papers that were
discussed at a symposium sponsored by the foundation and subsequently revised
readers not familiar with the foundation may be interested to know that it was
established in 1987 by helmut sohmen of hong kong in memory of his late brother
egon sohmen 1930 1977 egon soh men was an international economist highly
respected in north america and in europe notably for his work on flexible
exchange rates and on the economics of allocation and competition born in linz
austria and educated as an economist in vienna tiibingen and cambridge mass
egon sohmen held teaching posts in several places m i t yale frankfurt
saarbriicken minnesota and heidelberg as an active participant in numerous
international con ferences and workshops he truly belonged to the international
research community of his time and age cohort his lasting reputation greatly
helped me to convene the active participants of this symposium
EU Internet Law 2017-04-28 this comprehensive book provides a detailed overview
of eu internet regulation in all its key areas as well as giving a critical
evaluation of eu policymaking and governance this thoroughly revised second
edition includes latest developments in the case law of the court of justice it
also discusses pending proposals in telecommunications copyright and privacy
laws as well as the new directions in internet regulation resulting from the
commission s 2015 strategy document
Macroeconomics 2022-09-02 praise for the first edition by far the best general
book on its subject moving europeans will remain a standard reference for some
time to come charles tilly moch has reconceived the social history of europe
david levine moving europeans tells the story of the vast movements of people
throughout europe and examines the links between human mobility and the
fundamental changes that transformed european life this update of a classic
text describes the western european migration from the pre industrial era to
the year 2000 for this new edition leslie page moch reconsiders the 20th
century in light of fundamental changes in labor years of conflict and the new
migrations following the end of colonial empires the fall of communism and
globalization this new edition also features a greatly expanded and up to date
bibliography
Moving Europeans, Second Edition 2003 this globally focused and renowned
textbook spans the entire discipline of psychology from the fundamental
principles of psychology as a science to more nuanced approaches in core
disciplines such as cognitive developmental social and personality psychology
woven together with engaging features research boxes and activities that will
help students to both think like a scientist and stretch their imagination in
depth and yet written with irresistible enthusiasm and humour by a world
renowned team of psychologists and researchers this book is a complete course
companion for all undergraduate psychology students it is both engaging and yet
scientifically sound and theoretically rigorous the only book students need as
they begin their study of psychology
Psychology 2015-11-27 students and instructors alike praise a history of modern
europe for its authoritative coverage from the renaissance to the present day
written in merriman s signature narrative style the book is brightened with
humor and biographical sketches the fourth edition reflects the latest
scholarship while placing special emphasis on the theme of war and society a
new full color design features a completely redrawn map program and new
pedagogical and teaching tools
OAG Travel Planner, Hotel & Motel Redbook 1988 since the treaty of the european
union was ratified in 1993 the european union has become an important factor in
an ever increasing number of regimes of pooled sovereignty this handbook seeks
to present a valuable guide to this new and unique system in the twenty first
century allowing readers to obtain a better understanding of the emerging
multilevel european governance system that links national polities to europe
and the global community adopting a pan european approach this handbook brings
together the work of leading international academics to cover a wide range of



topics such as the historical and theoretical background the political systems
and institutions of both the eu and its individual member nations political
parties and party systems political elites civil society and social movements
in european politics the political economy of europe public administration and
policy making external policies of the eu this is an invaluable and
comprehensive resource for students scholars researchers and practitioners of
the european union european politics and comparative politics
A History of Modern Europe 2019-02-15 many states including european union eu
member states subsidise energy producers in order to guarantee the
uninterrupted availability of affordable electricity this book presents the
first in depth examination of how these so called capacity mechanisms are
addressed in eu law and how they affect the functioning of the eu energy
markets focusing on the existing legal framework as well as the new provisions
of the clean energy for all europeans package for capacity mechanisms the
author addresses and analyses such aspects as the following the structure and
functioning of the eu electricity markets eu s competence to address security
of supply and member states margin of discretion sector specific rules for
security of supply legal conditions for subsidising generation adequacy
capacity remuneration under the eu state aid regime free movement rules that
address generation adequacy measures balancing different interests of eu energy
law in the context of generation adequacy and the requirement of
proportionality in state intervention to ensure generation adequacy the
analysis draws on relevant sources of eu law treaties regulations and
directives as well as the case law of the european court of justice and the
general court together with soft law instruments such as commission guidelines
scholarly sources include not only legal literature but also work on energy
policy energy engineering and energy economics as a detailed analysis of how
capacity mechanisms address issues arising in the context of the enegy
transition and how the system of eu law applicable to capacity mechanisms
should be interpreted to further the objectives of eu energy law the book will
help policymakers and legislators in member states to understand the changing
legal setting for capacity mechanisms lawyers academics and other professionals
who deal with eu electricity markets in the eu and beyond are sure to welcome
its detailed description and analysis
Routledge Handbook of European Politics 2014-12-17 the common agricultural
policy cap is central to both economic and environmental developments in europe
but with the advent of new environmental legislation and political change in
europe the cap faces increasing pressure to reform european agriculture
provides a comprehensive breakdown of the workings of the cap and its impact on
farming in europe the author discusses every aspect of european agricultural
policy production and trade from environmental contraints and the impact of
biotechnology to the role of european farming in the world food supply system
posing direct questions about the recent 1992 agricultural reform the 1994 gatt
agreement and the reasons for the expensive continuation of the cap european
agriculture analyses the economic political and environmental implications of
pursuing present farming policy and provides a provocative commentary on the
agricultural future of europe
Capacity Mechanisms in EU Energy Law 2019-07-17 safeguarding europe s
linguistic heritage the european charter for regional or minority languages is
a council of europe convention designed to protect and promote states parties
traditional minority languages and enable speakers of these languages to use
them in both private and public life this third edition of the collected texts
of the charter presents in addition to the text of the charter and its
explanatory report the various decisions of the committee of ministers of the
council of europe concerning the arrangements for monitoring the application of
the charter by its states parties it also includes the rules of procedure of
the committee of experts of the charter which assesses the conformity of state
policies and practices with the commitments undertaken this publication
outlines the evolution of the fundamental texts and commitments of european
states to protect and promote the regional or minority languages spoken in
europe government experts and decision makers representatives of the speakers
of the more than 80 languages covered by the charter and non governmental



organisations researchers and other stakeholders will also find an update on
the functioning of the charter monitoring mechanism since its reform entered
into force in july 2019
European Agriculture 2006-04-10 provides a guide to current eu institutions
practices and policies with an overview of the achievements of european
integration and the challenges that currently face the european union
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages 2023-09-01 new edition
prepared with a bio bibliographical account of hehn and a survay of the
research into indo european prehistory by james p mallory it was hehn who for
the first time combined the tools of comparative linguistics and the direct
historical approach in order to discover the origins of domesticated animals
and cultivated plants in the ancient world tracing their diffusion from one
culture to another hehn abandoned his contemporaries often idealized and
nationalistic image of the ancient indo europeans seeking instead to
reconstruct early indo european society in agreement with the ethnological
research of his day
European Integration 2008 these proceedings represent the work of researchers
participating in the 17th european conference on research methodology for
business and management studies ecrm which is being hosted this year by
università roma tre rome italy on 12 13 july 2018
Cultivated Plants and Domesticated Animals in Their Migration from Asia to
Europe 1976-01-01 opening at the climax of the renaissance this text chronicles
the dawning of a new age on the continent up to the reformation
ECRM 2018 17th European Conference on Research Methods in Business and
Management 2018-07-12 this is a splendidly fresh and clear account of the main
political events in england between the norman conquest and king john s magna
carta michael clanchy fba emeritus professor of medieval history at the
institute of historical research university of london lucid and perceptive
striking an effective balance between primary andsecondary authorities huscroft
s book is both a significant statementin its own right and an ideal
introduction to other work in the field professor david carpenter kings college
london ruling england is about the exercise of political power in england at a
time of formative change in the country s history framed at one end by the
norman conquest and at another by magna carta it describes what happened why
and with what consequences in politics government law and the church it
analyses developments from a royal perspective and focuses on the policies and
priorities of the english kings the limitations of the political system within
which they operated and the efforts they made to expand their power it explains
how the ruler of the most sophisticated kingdom in twelfth century europe was
eventually compelled to submit to the humiliation
Early Modern Europe, 1500-1789 1987 covering the history governing institutions
and policies of the european union jonathan olsen and john mccormick present
the eu as one of the world s economic and political superpowers which has
brought far reaching changes to the lives of europeans and has helped its
member states to take a newly assertive role on the global stage unlike most
other books on the eu this text pays particular attention to the implications
of the eu for the united states thoroughly revised with new photographs and
updated tables and figures the sixth edition of the european union explains
developments that have brought severe challenges to the union such as the greek
crisis the brexit tensions with russia over ukraine and new waves of refugees
into europe essential reading for students of european politics this book
offers an up to the minute look at both the opportunities and existential
threats facing this powerful institution
Statistics for Business and Economics - First European Edition WileyPLUS
Book/Card Set 2012-08-31 the second edition of this popular textbook has been
thoroughly revised expanded and updated in order to reflect the recent
extensive changes in european ip legislation providing an in depth examination
of the core areas of ip law from copyright patents and trademarks through to
the protection of plant varieties and industrial design it is perfectly pitched
to guide the reader through the complexities of the european ip system
Principles of Marketing 2004-09 eu monetary integration was reinforced in the
1980s when macroeconomic convergence and a dominant role of the german



bundesbank created the basis for relatively stable exchange rates and
increasing eu trade volumes the analysis here focuses on the ems crisis of 1992
93 the topic of optimum currency areas and the problem of fiscal policies and
regional stabilization in europe the us and canada this book gives an
assessment of the ems developments and shows how financial market
liberalization as well as the eu single market project affect the process of
economic and monetary union the role of currency substitution and problems of
the bundesbank s monetary policy control in a changing international system are
evaluated
The European Union 2016-07-19 this engaging and concise text offers the student
and the general reader a compact readable treatment of british membership of
the european union from 1973 to the present day it provides a highly distilled
and accessible analysis and overview of some of the parameters and recurring
features of britain s membership of the european union touching on all of the
major facets of membership key features examines the constant and changing
character of british membership of the european union eu discusses the
problematical and often paradoxical features of membership familiarizes the
reader with both academic and public debates about the subject offers thematic
treatment of all aspects of policy and attitudes towards the eu provides an
overview of the main landmarks in the history of the eu since 1973 presents the
most comprehensive and up to date text on the course and result of the eu
referendum campaign this book will be of key interest to scholars students and
the generally interested reader in the areas of european studies british
politics eu studies area studies and international relations
European Intellectual Property Law 2019-12-27 this book arises out of a
specially commissioned issue of west european politics marking the journal s
30th anniversary it examines the profound changes in the european political
landscape over the last three decades including the fall of communism
progressive european integration territorial restructuring public sector
reforms at european national regional and local levels changes in democratic
participation protest elections political communication political parties and
party competition and challenges to the welfare state the book also discusses
how political science has responded to these changes in terms of its
substantive focus concepts methods and theories many of the 17 contributions
included identify important challenges for the future including those stemming
from eu integration the reduced electoral accountability of politicians the
problematic legitimation of party government and the sharpening of the edges of
the state contributors include k a anderson f c castles c crouch m egeberg m
ferrera h goetz l hooghe e m immergut r f inglehart m keating h d klingemann h
kriesi m lodge j lovenduski p mair g marks y mény l morlino h obinger v a
schmidt p c schmitter and g smith this book was published as a special issue of
west european politics
European Monetary Integration 2012-12-06 regional policy and planning in europe
explores the ways regional policy and planning systems across europe have been
influenced by economic and monetary union the impending enlargement of the
european union the devolution of administrative power from central government
to regional authorities the increased importance of environmental and urban
issues presenting a comprehensive overview of the economic basis of integration
this book examines the evolution of various systems of government planning and
forms of devolution
Britain and the European Union 2016-10-04 the atlas of seeds and fruits of
central and east european flora presents nearly 4 800 seed illustrations
supplemented with detailed seed descriptions brief plant descriptions and
information on the locality and the native source of plants the carpathian
flora covered here occurs not only in the carpathian mountains but also in
large lowlands extending towards the south north and east and involves
introduced and invading flora of more than 7 500 species this publication is
unique on two counts its scope extends to an unprecedented number of different
plant seeds from a wide ranging region moreover it presents descriptions in
unusual detail
European Politics 2013-09-13 an intriguing and vibrant study of an innovative
and lesser known facet of contemporart art identifies significant strategies



exploited by european artists to extend their aesthetic vision within the
mediums of prints books and multiples exploring commercial techniques
confrontational approaches and language and the expressionist impulse showcases
the creativity being channelled into printed art by todays generation
Europe, Middle East, and North Africa Region Population Projects 2002-06-01 ec
law is now a pervasive part of the legislation affecting business government
agencies the voluntary sector and the individual citizen across the whole of
the european union this uniquely comprehensive and accessible guide provides a
simple and practical explanation of the most important aspects of ec
environmental law in straightforward terms it introduces the ec and its
institutions and explains where ec environmental law and policy can be found it
discusses the main environmental laws relating to air and noise chemicals and
industrial risks nature conservation waste and water and explains how these
laws can be used to ensure environmental protection the book also explains the
ec s law making procedures and discusses the stages at which lobbying can be
used to influence the content of future ec environmental laws useful case
studies and suggestions for further reading for those wishing to research a
particular area are also included this book will be an invaluable source of
reference and practical guidance for lawyers business local government
environmental groups and all those needing to understand and use ec law in this
area dorothy gillies is a lawyer and lecturer in law at the university of
glasgow she has worked in the european parliament and in the european
commission s directorate general xi for environment nuclear safety and civil
protection originally published in 1998
Regional Policy and Planning in Europe 2007-11-07 twenty five scholars from
various disciplines analyze and explain to the reader many of the complexities
of the research output of alan s milward the role of the modern european nation
state in the social economic and political development of europe since the 19th
century the overall social and economic impact of the two world wars the
reconstruction of western europe the rationale behind the marshall plan and its
long term consequences and the multidisciplinary study of the process of the
political and economic integration of europe in a long term perspective and the
essence of his pioneering contribution to reaching a better understanding of
european economic and political history in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries
Atlas of Seeds and Fruits of Central and East-European Flora 2006 a right to
equality and non discrimination is widely seen as fundamental in democratic
legal systems but failure to identify the human interest that equality aims to
uphold reinforces the argument of those who attack it as morally empty or
unsubstantiated and weakens its status as a fundamental human right this book
argues that an understanding of the human interest which equality aims to
uphold is feasible within the jurisprudence of the european court of human
rights ecthr and the european court of justice ecj in comparing the evolution
of the prohibition of discrimination in the case law of both courts charilaos
nikolaidis demonstrates that conceptual convergence within the european
convention on human rights echr and the eu on the issue of equality is not as
far as it might appear initially while the two bodies of equality law are
extremely divergent as to the requirements they impose their interpretation by
the international judiciary might be properly analysed under a common light to
emphasise the substantive dimension of equality in european human rights law
the book will be of great use and interest to scholars and students of human
rights discrimination law and european politics
Eye on Europe 2014-07-10
A Guide to EC Environmental Law 2012
Alan S. Milward and a Century of European Change 2014-07-25
The Right to Equality in European Human Rights Law
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